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The new fantasy action RPG, "Elden Ring", is developed by Klassen and will be released for the PS4 and PS Vita in Japan on August 7, 2016. This game is a game that takes the action RPG genre and brings the player into the fantasy world of "The Lands Between," a world the player can freely roam around. The player can
freely and fully interact with the NPCs, places and objects. The environments, characters and the events that happen in the game all adhere to the mystery of The Lands Between and are created from the players’ imagination. SURPRISE DEMO VIDEO: DAILY STATS [*] Number of downloads and data usage (data incurred

from accessing "World" server for the PS4 users) [*] Continued daily update of the data for the number of downloads of "Elden Ring" and "Elden" [*] Daily number of downloads and data usage (data incurred from accessing "World" server for the PS4 users) [*] Continued daily update of the data for the number of
downloads of "Elden Ring" and "Elden" [*] Downloads and data usage for the previous day [*] Downloads and data usage for the past 24 hours [*] Daily report of the number of downloads of "Elden Ring" and "Elden" [*] Continued daily update of the number of downloads of "Elden Ring" and "Elden" [*] Continued daily
update of the data for the number of downloads of "Elden Ring" and "Elden" [*] Continued daily update of the number of downloads of "Elden Ring" and "Elden" ▶ PlayStation®4 Production Status - The number of pre-orders for the PS4 model was released on Monday, August 2. ▶ Elden Ring: The Empire Bound Limited

Edition of 5,000: Bonus (Digital content) - Empire Town - City of the Elden - Outer Expansion - Royal Kingdom of the Elder - Ability to communicate with Elden lords using a "Gift" system - Packaging & Contents * The "Empire Town" is a digital content. The contents of each Pack and Bundle will differ according to the
situation.

Features Key:
Character Creation allows you to create a strong Hero with a powerful personality and an original story,

Open World : Voyage and adventure in any order, letting you explore the lands freely
Diverse Environments : Develop your character by adding and removing attributes, at the same time taking advantage of a variety of environments (city, desert, mountains, and forests)

Class and Color Classification : Raise and evolve your own unique Hero class, regardless of the attributes you choose at the beginning, by developing various skills and cores.
Support System : The online, asynchronous online class system that connects you with other players in real-time. From complete classes that support multiple players and closely link you to others through to per-class classes that only support a group of friends,

Fantasy-style Realm War : Fighting against the monsters in the realms to decide the best is determined by your battle strategy, and by the main Hero.

1. Elnins' Web Site: 

2. Controllers feature in PlayStation®4 games  
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